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The Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology has a long history 
with the Internet and the Web.



Web archiving of active sites at 

MIT only began in 2015-2016

and only started increasing into a 

full program in 2018.



1.Prioritize
2.Know what there is to crawl
3.Appraise

Ad Hoc → Formalized



1.We need to: prioritize



At MIT, the community uses its large IP 
range and ease of hosting to the fullest



With a large 
amount of web 
content created at 
MIT, where to 
begin?



Determining initial scope of our collecting

● Focus on Departments, Labs, and Centers (DLCs) of 

the Institute due to a clear policy to collect.

● Target unique content to the Institute.

● Build on pre-existing archival collecting strengths.

https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/130-information-policies/133-archival-policy
https://future-of-libraries.mit.edu/


2. We need to: know what there is 
to crawl



Developing a seed list

● We did not want to create a list manually

● Sometimes all you have to do is ask a web developer

Me: “Can you run a query on your back-
end database and give me the list of all 
the websites listed?”

Them: “Sure, here you go!”

Me: “Thanks!” *starts sweating thinking 
about where to start with these 
hundreds of urls*



3. We need to: appraise



MIT Class of ‘82

Brewster Kahle 
and IA love 

MIT.edu



Are other groups crawling these sites?

● The simplest method was to create a script to query the 

Wayback CDX server API for each seed in the list we 

gathered from our outreach efforts

● We started looking at pages with less than 50 crawls of 

their home page

● If warranted we would investigate further with memento, 

waybackprov, and browsing IA crawls to see how well 

covered they are 

https://github.com/jfcarrano/archives-scripts/blob/master/IA-checker.py
https://github.com/internetarchive/wayback/tree/master/wayback-cdx-server
http://timetravel.mementoweb.org/
https://github.com/DocNow/waybackprov


MIT Libraries Values

“The MIT Libraries contribute to a better world by pursuing 

Social Justice and an Ethic of Care” 

● “We strive to promote many voices, and to reflect diversity 

of both knowledge itself and ways of knowing in our 

collections, and in our approach to information 

management and organization.”

● “We aspire to leverage the work, values, and resources of 

libraries and archives as forces for social justice in our 

communities.”

More here: https://libraries.mit.edu/about/organization/

https://libraries.mit.edu/about/organization/


How and which sites should we collect based on 
MIT Libraries values?

● Consider areas that have not been well covered in our 

archival collections in the past: women, people of color, 

non-faculty staff members, and students.

● Somewhat limited by our initial scope, how to collect sites 

that document these themes when Institute websites are 

largely administrative?

● Starting a culture of informing and informed consent.



Making appraisal decisions after crawls

● Often appraisal choices or how to scope a 

crawl do not arise until after an initial crawl.

● Evaluate what needs to be included in a 

crawl and what level of effort to put into QA.

● Video was one problem area that led to other 

archival collecting efforts.



What about access and 
description?



Describing Web Archives

A number of descriptive frameworks have been released in 

the past year in the United States that informed my thinking

● OCLC Descriptive Metadata for Web Archiving report

● University of Virginia Web Archiving Application Profile

● Growing community of practice - Describing Web Archives 

Users Group

● Jennifer Douglas, “Towards More Honest Description”

https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-descriptive-metadata.html
https://saaers.wordpress.com/2018/05/01/version-1-0-an-application-profile-for-web-archiving-metadata-at-the-university-of-virginia-library/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wznlSW10-Ag53brt_JVmBNqo_w2NpBaX
https://doi.org/10.17723/0360-9081.79.1.26


MIT Web Archiving Metadata Application Profile

● Created a metadata profile for 

local use.

● Largely pulling together 

information from OCLC and 

UVA. 

● Available for reuse on Github

● Added additional fields for 

archival description.

https://github.com/jfcarrano/archives-docs/blob/master/mit_webarch_metaprofile.md




Archive-It example



ArchivesSpace example



Future Growth
Continuing to scale up

● Distribute the work

○ Curators take the lead 

of selection

○ Metadata experts 

take the lead on most 

description

○ Involve more 

archivists in QA

● Distribute metadata in 

more systems

● Distribute the collections 

as data to researchers
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Hvala
Thank you!


